**Goodnight**

by John Lennon and Paul McCartney (1968)

**Intro:**


Now it’s time to say good night, good night, sleep tight.


Now the sun turns out its light, good night, sleep tight.


Dream—sweet dreams— for me— dream— sweet dreams— for you.


Close— your eyes—and I’ll— close mine— good— night—, sleep— tight—.


Now the moon begins to shine, good night, sleep tight.


Dream—sweet dreams— for me— dream— sweet dreams— for you—

**Instrumental:**


Close— your eyes—and I’ll— close mine— good— night—, sleep— tight—.


Now the sun turns out its light, good— night—, sleep— tight—


Dream—sweet dreams— for me— dream— sweet dreams— for you—

**End:**


Good night good night every-body,

Am7 D7 G\ Every-body every-where good night.
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